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Highlights Thought Leadership Guide

Aon’s continually growing directory of intellectual capital provides the latest insights into innovative ways of identifying, quantifying, and managing a wide range of current and emerging risks.

Case Studies

Spotlighting case studies of clients using Aon’s risk management and claims technology platforms: RiskConsole, iVOS and SafetyLogic.

Magazines

Forward-looking and analytical articles about business trends. It is Aon’s primary client-facing publication advancing thought leadership and experts across the firm.
Aon Risk Maturity Index Report
Aon Global Risk Consulting
Bi-annual—Print and Electronic
Aon has partnered with the Wharton school at the University of Pennsylvania to conduct pioneering research into the link between risk management and financial performance.
These annual electronic reports capture the perspectives of the world’s leading risk professionals from the industry and joins that with our extensive, proprietary databases such as Aon’s Global Risk Insight Platform.
These annual electronic reports capture the perspectives of the world’s leading risk professionals from the industry and joins that with our extensive, proprietary databases such as Aon’s Global Risk Insight Platform.

Political Risk Map
Crisis Management Practice
Annual—Print and Electronic
Map showing political risk perils and country ratings.

Terrorism and Political Violence Map
Crisis Management Practice
Annual—Print and Electronic
Map showing levels of terrorism threat around the world.

Whitepapers

2013 Surety Report
Construction Services Group
Electronic

California Senate Bill 474
Construction Services Group
Electronic
This paper addresses the impact of California Senate Bill 474 on owners and contractors.

Keys to Success in Managing a Black Swan Event
Nancy Green, CPCU, ARM, Aon Risk Solutions
Annual—Electronic
The focus of this paper is to understand the nuances of Black Swan events, how to counteract the shock factor and translating those insights into actionable intelligence.

Mutuals Continue to Rebuild
Global Power Speciality
Q1 2012—Electronic
This describes the current position as a result of changes made by the key mutual insurers Aegis and EIM, and how these could affect coverage purchased by clients.

US D&O Sector Evolves
Global Power Speciality
Q1 2012—Electronic
This paper addresses the current issues facing directors and officers today and highlights the key management liability risks faced by power organizations.
To access the electronic version of the Thought Leadership Guide, please visit aon.com/risk-services/thought-leadership/guide/
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